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why

inload

	 The main features that make inload unique, include:

• Easy to use interface which can be adapted to the user’s needs. 

   Comprehensive loading of tanks as well as creation, loading and saving of loading cases. 

• Accurate results in incredibly short times (compared with leading ship design software).

• High quality / price ratio.

• Reliable database support, without the need of any third-party software.

• Flexible reporting tools. The html format used may be viewed and transferred as easy as 

    any other web page. Formatting and customization can be performed with ordinary 

    word processors.  

• Multiple platform support (Microsoft Windows ©, LINUX and other UNIX based platforms).

• Compliance with class regulations using class procedures or accurate calculations.

• Easy to read and customize 2D plots using in-house plotting library inPlot2D.

• Loading optimization procedures.

inload is a software package for performing efficient loading, strength and stability calculations 

for sea-going vessels carrying liquid or bulk cargo.  inload aims at providing a platform for efficient 

and accurate calculations of ship’s stability and strength without the compromise of using 

pre-calculated tabular data as most of the programs use today. This platform is also used for 

applying loading optimization and loading sequence optimization techniques towards the 

determination of safer and more effective loading procedures. Thus  makes the life of operators 

and engineers much easier in providing them with a collection of sophisticated tools available 

in high-end ship design software – or not available anywhere else at all!
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is user 
friendly

inload

inload is designed to provide a friendly, extensible and adaptable working environment. Having in mind friendliness 

and efficiency,  inload requires short learning time and provides multiple ways to work with ship loading as well as 

visual tools that the common user is already accustomed to.  inload promotes productivity and aims at easy 

apprehension by anyone with basic knowledge of computer use.  On the other hand, more advanced features are 

available to the advanced or expert user.  What is more, it is possible to realize user demands and customizations.

Let us reveal the usefullness of inload through a short navigation!

inload main screen consists of four panels: 

• the navigation tree

• the quick reference table

• the tank properties spreadsheet 

• the plotting panel.
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friendly

inload

Classification data, tables and figures are also included in the reports.
The “Loading Conditions” item provides access to built-in or stored loading conditions. 
Navigation between different loading conditions is one-click away.
Through the “Ship General Data” item, one can generate automated reports of:

    •     general particulars

    •     light ship data

    •     hydrostatic data 

    •     cross curves

    •     sectional area curves

    •     soundings

    •     deadweight scale

    •     capacity plan

The navigation tree

The user is able to navigate among the available features 
of the program through the navigation tree.  

The “Tanks” and “Weights” items are used to select and modify  
the loading of any tank, concentrated or distributed weight. 

The “Reports” item provides a set of ready-to-use 
reports with regard to: 

• tank loading properties
• ship stability and strength status at the current loading condition. 
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inload
The quick reference table and spreadsheet

The Quick Reference Table serves as the user online status indicator 

of the ship. It provides on the fly information on the most 

important parameters of the ship’s status at the current loading 

condition. 

Such parameters include the total displacement of the ship, her 

draft, draft at AP, draft at FP, trim, heeling angle, GM, maximum 

Shear Stresses and Moments, Cargo and Ballast onboard. 

At any change of the loading condition of the ship, this table 

is automatically updated to reflect the actual properties of the ship. 

At user’s request, this table can be appropriately modified to serve 

customary user needs.

inload offers a spreadsheet for quick and efficient loading of one or multiple tanks 
and custom weights.  For each tank, the user can define the cargo type, the tank 
volume / weight / volume % / soundings, the cargo density and the tank condition 
(flooded or not). At the user request, the spreadsheet can be appropriately modified to serve 
customary user needs. Real-time exporting and copy-paste capabilities are supported.
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is user 
friendly

inload
The plotting panel

The loading status of the ship is visually presented over a general arrangement layout. 

The plotting tool apart from visualization provides a number of functions such as 
multiple tank selection and loading, tank information and zooming and exporting 
capabilities. 

Trim, heel and loading status are visualized in a comprehensive manner. 

The design has 
focused on 
achieving a single 
glance awareness of 
the ship loading 
condition. 

All visual tools providing information and input affecting the loading of the ship are 
synchronized.
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special 
features

inload
Loading manipulation

A number of efficient features are introduced in inload. Such features promote usability 
and productivity.  But also, they are fascinating, appealing and provide an 
agreeable working environment. 

Ä Single click on a tank to select it, or keep the control (Ctrl) button pressed and click to select multiple tanks.

Ä Either move the slider, or type the required load level to change the load of any tank!

Ä As a tank is being filled or emptied, the load level in the drawing is updated accordingly.

Right click on a tank provides information on the tank’s status as well as ways to empty, 

fill or load the tank up to a specific level.
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special 
features

inload
Zooming and panning

Ä Just roll the mouse wheel to zoom in and out. Keep the right button pressed to pan.

Ä Left click and drag to define a zooming window.

Zooming and panning of plots and drawings is performed by the mouse buttons 
and the wheel (if present). 
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special 
features

inload
High quality plots

Ä Right click on the plot to get image exporting options and formatting dialog.
Ä The plots may cover the whole working area and be stretched as desired. 
      This way, one may have a more detailed look at the plotted data.
Ä Select the curves to plot, literally in a blink!

Zooming and panning in plots is as easy it is for the drawings.
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special 
features

inload
High quality plots

Ä Stability graphs may 
include hatches of the areas 
required by the regulations. 
Overlaying of the hatches is 
performed in a way to 
illustrate all information 
needed.
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inload
High quality plots

Ä High quality Hydrostatic Graph creation based on exact calculation of the ship behaviour
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inload design and programming is based on the concept of object-orientation. It is written entirely in 

Standard C++ and has a system independent nature (i.e. it runs on Microsoft Windows © as well as on 

LINUX and a number of UNIX based operating systems). The   system comprises of:

• A robust non-linear ship equilibrium solver.

• An enhanced, user-friendly interface providing ease of use and advanced operation capabilities to 

the user. The user interface is based on the FOX toolkit, a cross-platform graphical user interface 

library (www.fox-toolkit.org).

• A flexible database system for saving and recovering ship information, as well as user related loading 

conditions, ship configurations and preferences.

• A collection of optimization utilities for performing constrained optimal loading calculations.

inload incorporates advanced features and innovative algorithms for the calculation of the ship’s 

equilibrium. Volume calculations are performed with efficient underlying algorithms. 

The geometry of each volume of the ship (the tanks and the hull itself ) is described using appropriate sets 

of points. Using various integration techniques in the form of built-in functions, an extended number of 

volume parameters are calculated at every solution step. 

Such parameters include volumes, center of volumes, volume moments, buoyancy distribution, weights, 

weight distributions, centers of gravity, free surface areas, centers of free surfaces and first and second-

order moments. 

The hull itself is modeled as a volume with the advanced features of buoyancy distribution, metacentric 

height, etc. Given a loading condition (i.e. the amount of cargo in each tank and the distributed or 

concentrated loads) an iterative algorithm performs the following steps toward the calculation of the 

ship’s equilibrium position:

Technology

inload
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Technology

inload

1. The ship is considered to be in a starting condition. Either a 

specific draft and zero trim and heel values are considered or 

any other predifined state of equilibrium.

2. The volumes are set to contain the predefined amount of 

weight. For the given heel and trim of the ship, the weight 

characteristics of each volume (i.e. center of gravity, volume 

moments, weight distributions, free surface areas, centers of 

free surfaces and first and second-order moments) are 

calculated.

3. By summation of the light ship characteristics, the 

distributed and concentrated weights and the volume 

characteristics calculated in the previous step, the overall 

ship weight characteristics (total weight, W and longitudinal 

and transverse center of gravity, LCG and TCG respectively) 

are calculated. 

4. For the current condition, the ship displacement 

characteristics (displacement, D and longitudinal and 

transverse center of buoyancy, LCB and TCB respectively) are 

calculated.

5. Equilibrium is considered to be met if the following 

equations are satisfied:

" W = D "

" LCB = LCG "

" TCB = TCG "

If the above conditions are not satisfied, a new estimation of the ship's equilibrium position is made and 

calculations are repeated starting from Step 2.

Extended validation of inload with respect to hydrostatic, stability and strength calculations has been 

performed against well established ship design software packages.
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Licensing

inload

inload is entirely based on in-house libraries. The graphical user interface makes use of the 
FOX library (www.fox-toolkit.org) and is covered by the Lesser General public License and the 
FOX addendum. 

The fact that inload does not depend on any third party proprietary software has some 
important outcomes:

It is not endorsed by any third party fees, dues etc for the use of static or dynamic libraries or 
other software. 

It is provided in several and flexible forms: from proprietary software, adapted to a specific 
ship or fleet, with the option of acquiring intermediate files and headers to link with newest 
versions of FOX, up to releasing the code under the Lesser General Public License with 
respective addendums for companies interested in incorporating it to their own services.

There are no special requirements regarding installation and use. One can simply copy and 
paste the program and databases to a hard drive, without worrying about missing dll's, 
registries etc.
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contact

inload

For more information on inload please contact the inveso team

E-mail: contact@inverso.gr

The inveso team are:

Christos I. Papadopoulos, PhD, Dipl. Naval Architect and Marine Engineer

George Voudouris, Dipl. Naval Architect and Marine Engineer

Dimitris P. Servis, PhD, Dipl. Naval Architect and Marine Engineer
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